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Ardeco Contract is a leading Interior contracting company, specialized in high-end loose furniture and fit outs,  
based in the heart of Beirut, a natural extension and the production arm of the long established Ardeco Gallery.  

Our dedicated team of architects, designers and craft workers are working to nurture a“made in Lebanon”  
tradition that observes our inheritance of international design principles and standards. Our innovative projects  

have been crafted with passion and grace some of the most prestigious residential, hospitality and corporate sites, 
 both locally and throughout the Middle East. We would be glad to welcome you to our Beirut offices and  

showroom, and illustrate more about our heritage, our expertise, our people and our commitment.



In Ain el Mraisseh, designed by RAB Architects, AM600 is rising 
as a new landmark. Our aim was to produce and install a  
multipurpose full height and wall-to-wall bookshelf unit that  
includes also a TV unit, a chimney and a wine cellar. This unit 
made of Black painted steel and solid French wood, hides many 
technical such as AC grills, radiators and chimney ducts. 

AM600 PENTHOUSE

Project : AM600
Architect : RAB Architects 
Type : Residential
Location : Beirut LB
Year : 2018
Photo Credit : Julien Harfouch

Beirut, LB





Suspended black painted steel and solid French wood 
staircase floating above desk, linking the two-floors. 

This unit serves also as a dining cabinet for the dining  
area as well as a welcome bench and console for  

the entrance lobby. 





We were also commissioned to develop and execute a 
versatile steel and glass seperation made out of rotating  
pannels which can be adjusted and opened to create an  
open space when needed. 



ROLEX H.Q

The idea for this project 
located in Downtown Beirut 
was to create a home feel yet 
luxurious management office 
for Rolex and Patek Philippe 
dealers in Lebanon and the 
Mena region. Aside from the 
custom marble desk at the 
entrace, we were proudly 
commissioned to design and 
execute a solid walnut wall 
cladding to create a unifying 

and warming space. The clad-
ding also allowed to include 
swiveling glass boxes/panels 
for collectible watches - ev-
erything lit with warm 
lighting - some other hidden 
cabinets for storage and a 
few hidden doors for  
service. To enhance the 
ceiling’s height, we chose to 
create wooden strips going 
vertically towards the ceiling. 

Beirut, LB

Project : Rolex 
Architect : Rabih Geha Architects 

Type : Commercial 
Location : Beirut, LB 

Year : 2019 
Photographer : Courtesy of RG



The idea was to create and execute a steel partition to create an 
independent sound proofed TV room area. The created  
partition is a double sided TV unit with cabinets and bookshelves 
and has some perforated gunmetal panels on the lower part to  
allow some light and seight to go trough will preserving the  
privacy. The upper part is in glass and has some opening  
windows to allow wind circulation throughout the space. The  
pattern is taken from traditional canned chairs and was scaled up 
and played with to reach the desired transparency.

T.H RESIDENCE

Project : TH Residence 
Architect : Archika 
Type : Residential 

Location : Beirut, LB 
Year : 2018 

Photographer : Marcel Nasr

Beirut, LB



Spread over one level, the 
indoor club overlooks  
Beirut’s sea port and is 
based on the concept of 
containment without  
caging, viewing another 
world from the inside. Our 
mission was to produce a 
set of 8 reversed wedding 
cake shaped monumental 
chandeliers that will be the 
main mood setter in the 
night venue. Linear light 
 elements have been insert-
ed throughout the compo-
sition and this repetition 
forms a vibrant and pulsat-
ing atmosphere, again  
encouraging playful 
 interaction.  
Made out of Gold 
painted steel and  
frosted glass tubes,  
the chandeliers create a 
softer more  
sophisticated mood.  
 
 
 
 

Visitors move into the shell 
surrounded by light, with-
out constraints and without 
limits. 
 
// The 2weeks project was 
the Winner of Interior  
Design of the Year 2018 in 
the “Bars & Clubs” category 
by CID Magazine. 
 
 
 

2WEEKS NIGHTCLUB
Downtown Beirut, LB

Client : Addmind Group
Architect : Rabih Geha  
Type : Nightclub
Location : Beirut, Lebanon
Year : 2017
Photo Credit : Tony Elieh



For this contemporary feel penthouse, the idea was to create an 
imposing counter bar characterized by a sculptural futuristic  
design. It is massive yet aerial thanks to the reflections on its  
polished Stainless steel surface, all held by a marble top. 
The shape is custom to fit the space and allow a smooth  
circulation between the kitchen and the dining area.

D.K PENTHOUSE
Beirut, LB

Project : D.K Penthouse 
Designer : Georges Amatoury Studio 

Type : Residential 
Location : Beirut, LB 

Year : 2017 
Photographer : Marcel Nasr



Set in the sensitive context of Deir el Qamar, a protected historical 
village with well-preserved examples of feudal architecture, old stone 
streets and walled gardens, the site overlooks a historic landscape rich 
with beauty, inspiration and cultural heritage. The request for this  
project was to create a modern double height central chimney all in 
black painted steel sheets as well as a staircase element that has a 
multi-purpose usage while embracing the modern aspect of the house.

I.S VILLA

Project : I.S Villa
Architect R.A.B Architects 
Type : Residential
Location : Deir el Kamar, Lebanon
Year : 2019 
Photo Credit : Tony Elieh 
 & Julien Harfouche 

Deir el Kamar, LB





The idea in this project was to manufacture 
and install a ceiling mounted chimney hood 
above the fireplace with a very contemporary 
urban feel steel structure. Made of gun metal 
and steel, the structure is made to integrate 
the space by giving it a minimalist approach.

T.G RESIDENCE

Client : T.G
Architect : R.A.B Architects 
Type : Residential
Location : Downtown Beirut, Lebanon
Year : 2016

Beirut, LB



SILOS CONSOLE

Boat chimneys, Bridge pillars 
or Silos? For this  
collaboration, we were  
commissioned by Rabih 
Geha Architects to create a 
self-standing bold counter 
that will stand alone in the 
middle of the space. The light 
oval ‘black tree’ polished  
Marble top rests on massive 
3mm bent steel sheet  
cylinders, treated with gun 
metal and hand scratch  
process with a glossy finish. 
Its marble rounded edges 
enhances the floating aspect 
of the top part which is held 
by a steel plate. 
 
This piece can be  
customizable depending on 
the desired height and width 
 

Project : Silos Console 
Architect : Rabih Geha Architects 

Type : Residential
Location : Beirut LB

Year : 2018
Photo Credit : Hadi Gebeily

Beirut, LB

Height 105 cm / Width 170 / Depth 50 cm 
Materials : Random scratched Gun 

Metal, black forest marble



For this project, the architect wanted a bold statement for this 
pair of over scaled dining cabinet of 5.5m and 3m made with 
hundreds of brass tubes from different thicknesses and heigh, 
assembled together. The piece is bottom lit all around.

ABUL VILLA

Project : Villa ABL 
Architect : Helen Sioufi Decoration and Contracting 
Type : Residential
Location : Kuwait City
Year : 2018

Kuwait City, KW



MYU BAR & RESTAURANT

Located in the iconic night life 
district of Beirut,Lebanon, the 
MYU bar/restaurant inhabits 
an old small liquor factory.  
The design concept is based 
on creating two separate spac-
es of bar and restaurant  
defined by two vaults different 
in scale. These vaults which 
form a room within a room are 
made of stretch black  
 

fabric that is translucent. the 
vaults to become darker and 
more defined once the light is 
dimmed. For this project, we 
were commissioned to  
develop and execute the 
whole seating area of the  
resturant as well as the bar. 
The idea was to get inspired 
from the detailing of car seats 
to emphasize the venue.

Beirut, LB

Project : MYU Bar/Restaurant 
Architect : Paul Kaloustian Architects 

Type : Hospitality 
Location : Beirut, LB 

Year : 2006



AL RASHED VILLA

For this 1200 sqm
house located in the  
beautiful Lebanese moutains, 
the scope was to give some 
more warmth to the villa by 
adding materials such as 
smoked oak, brass  
detailing and marble  
cladding all around the  
reception and dining area.  

These cladding are also used 
to hide the TV, some heaters 
as well as the main technical 
compartments.The central 
wall was fully cladded with  
Armani Italian marble cut-
to-size separated by vertical 
brass strips with an abstact 
pattern in order to create bold 
and luxurious statement. 

Project : Villa RSHD 
Architect : Helen Sioufi Decoration and Contracting: 

Type : Residential 
Location : Chbeniye, LB 

Year : 2018 
Photographer : Courtesy of HS

Chbeniye, LB



// Winner of best furnished  
accomodation in Saudi  
Excellence Tourism Awards. 
 
 

Located along Prince  
Turki Ibn Abdulaziz Al Awwal 
Road, Vivienda is not just a 
hotel, but a real experience in 
an atmosphere of  
hospitality and privacy.
We were glad to be  
commissioned the design 
and execution all the  
furniture for the 25 luxurious 
Vivienda villas, which come 
with a variety of styles and 
sizes to meet the different 
needs of each guest. 
All 1200-qty art-deco  
inspired furniture were  
successfully designed and 
produced in Lebanon by  
Ardeco Contract within a 
three-month time frame, to 
meet the landmark to be 
hotel’s opening.

Riyadh, KSA

Project : Vivienda Villas 
Architect : Jean-Claude Teneze Architects 

Type : Hospitality 
Location : Riyadh, KSA 

Year : 2010 
Photographer : Courtesy of Hotel Vivienda

VIVIENDA VILLA HOTEL





Designed by Georges Amatoury Studio, the 
concept was to execute a central Bar corner 
that will go throught the mezzanine slab to 
reach the upper floor (6m height) and have the 
functoin of a bookshlef and a reading area. 
The materials used are Teak Burma veneer, 
Gun Metal brass, and Polished Stainless Steel.
 

S.S PENTOUSE
Beit Mery, LB

Project : S.S Penthouse 
Designer: Georges Amatoury Studio 
Type : Residential 
Location : Beit Mery 
Year : 2016 
Photographer : Courtesy of GAS



F.S RESIDENCE

The concept in this 1100sqm 
flat was to develop a dining 
area in the core area of the 
flat which will serve as the 
main reception and  
entertaining area. 
The 4.5 m counter bar is a 
massive piece but its polished 
stainless steel facated legs, it 
gives an impression of  
lightness and is designed in 
a way to keep the view on 
the Mediterranean Sea open. 
It ensures all the requested 
amenities such as a high 
bottle capacity storage and a 
hidden wine cooler.  
The dining area is composed 
of a set of 3 consecutive  
tables : a 3.5m dining table in 
Teak wood, Gun  
Metal, Brass and Stainless 
Steel, followed by a  
backgammon marble table 
and a round poker table. The 
full area allows to receive up 
to 30 seated guests. 
 

Beirut, LB

Project : F.S Residence 
Designer : Georges Amatoury Studio 

Type : Residential 
Location : Downtown Beirut, LB 

Year : 2018 
Photographer : Hadi Gebeily





For this project located in a contemporay mountain residence, 
our mission was to execute two sets of custom made sofas 
as per architect drawings and pitch.To reach a satisfying comfort, 
we conducted several prototype testing prior to the final  
execution.

CONTEMPORARY CHALET

Project : Faqra chalet 
Architect : Paul Kaloustian Architect 

Type : Residential 
Location : Faqra, LB 

Year : 2009 
Photographer : Courtesy of PK

Faqra, LB



For this coffee shop located in 
Downtown Beirut, we were  
commissioned to design and  
execute the chairs based on the 
overall aesthetic of the place 
which is clean and minimalist. 
We ensured that the result was 
a heavy duty chair, made out of 
wood and supported by hidden 
steel corners. Several series were 
ordered and fabricated for the 
franchise in Kuwait.

BACKBURNER

Project : Backburner 
Architect : FAR Architects 

Type : Hospitality 
Location : Downtown Beirut, LB 

Year : 2016

Dowtown Beirut, LB



Georges Amatoury Studio is where tradition & avantgarde meet   : With a strong passion for traditional craftsmanship 
 and refined details, G.A.S is a contemporary furniture Studio  based in Beiru, Lebanon which merges traditional craft   

techniques withaesthetic and functionality.   At G.A.S, we love bridging pastt and present and we  believe that  
successful design is far from trends  but is about timelessness.



A very limited edition (up to 8)  
console, each unique, numbered and 
signed. The first edition was sold at 
Piasa during a contemporary design 
auction. From the concept of nature’s 
revenge on urban sprawl, this console 
is a conceptual and experimental  
approach on what nature’s revenge 
might be due to not being taken care 
of. The resin part symbolizes the green 
flood, while the vertical units represent 
the city being looded by an eruption.

H 88 × L 180 × P 46 cm 
 
N°1/8  

Brushed brass, concrete, polished stainless 
steel, oxidized metal, patinaed silver foil 
and resin. 
 
Smogallery edition  

Signed on a brass plate

GREEN POMPEII



Detail of the Infinity Coffee Table



SKYLINE

A timeless room divider in 
Stingray Leather, Stainless 
Steel, Brass and Lacquer 
with architectural lines 
resembling a city skyline, 
folded and reshaped to 
meet all needs. Limited to 
12 pieces + 2AP 
 

By Georges Amatoury 
Studio, 2018

Height: 185 cm
Width: 220 cm
Depth: 20 cm 

Brushed Brass, Painted Steel, Polished-
Stainless Steel, Shagreen Leather 

Four rotating panels 
Fuly customizable 



The Tetra Bar is a playful dry bar inspired by the cubist  
movement. The idea here was to create a piece of furniture which 
has a very soft aspect during the day and that once opened, has a 
surprise effect and welcomes the user to share his finest spirits. 
 

By Georges Amatoury Studio, 2017.

TETRA BAR

Height 160 cm / Width 90 cm / Depth 45 cm



Detail of the Prism XL Bar



HELIOS

A contemporary 
reinterpretation of the  
midcentury sunburst  
mirrors. An interesting  
contrast of textures  
between the smooth gun 
metal and the roughness of 
the sand blast soft wood. 
 

By Georges Amatoury  
Studio, 2013.

Thickness: 20 cm
Diameter: 150 cm

Patinated Silver Leaf
Steel

Sand-blasted Softwood



Set of middle-sized pedestals and side tables from the Carat line. 
Inspired by the New World Trade Center building, this perfect  
finish is obtained by using both the contemporary technique of 
laser cutting and the ancestral manual finishing. Available in both 
Black and steel finishing. 
 

By Georges Amatoury Studio, 2014.

Dimensions
Height: 7.88 in. (20 cm)

Diameter: 59.06 in. (150 cm)
Lebanon, 2013

CARAT XL / L / M / S



SKYLINE

With a focus on simplicity, 
this console is inspired by a  
chaotic yet graphic  
present-day urban skyline.  
The top can be made in  
either glass or travertino and 
is held by an asymmetric and 
dynamic irregular Polished 
stainless steel base. 

By Georges Amatoury  
Studio, 2012. 

Height 78 cm / Width 240 cm / Depth 45 cm



RIVA TABLE

Height 77 cm / Width 300 cm / Depth 120 cm

With its technically  
challenging boat shaped top 
and conical legs, the Riva 
Dining table is one of our 
best sellers. Its top sits on 
stainless steel legs which 
reflect its surroundings and 
enhances the effect of a 
floating table. 

By Georges Amatoury  
Studio, 2010.



The Cease Fire collection is a series of historic military aircraft 
parts transformed into furniture, lighting and sculptures for the 
Beirut Design Week 2016 exhibition, under the theme of  
sustainable design. These salvaged historic military aircraft parts 
like the Lockheed Constellation the F-4 Phantom and the B 52 
Stratofortress were turned into designs, such as console tables,
wall lighting, fixures, and mirrors. 

 
By Georges Amatoury Studio, 2016.

CEASE FIRE

Height 70 cm / Width 125 cm / Depth 46 cm



Detail of the Prism XL Bar



THE MIKADO LINE

The MIKADO Collection is inspired 
by the game “Pick a stick” we used 
to play in childhood. The idea was 
to create a playful collection made 
of a console, a dining table, a coffee 
table and a series of candle hold-
ers.The criss-cross base features a 
combination of materials of several 
different materials. 
 

By Georges Amatoury Studio, 2012.

// Selected by AD FRANCE in the category “The most beautiful candleholders of 2016” 



Part of the Eiffel Collection, this stool, made of a full grain leather 
rotating seat is held by a Stainless steel cross structure inspired 
by the famous Eiffel tower. The upholstered choice of material or 
color is fully customizable. 
 

By Georges Amatoury Studio, 2014.

EIFFEL BAR STOOL

Height 75 cm / Diameter 42 cm 



This Art Deco inspired side table is a subtle combination of  
Rosewood and industrial steel with detailing in brushed brass on 
each side of the legs. The mat and the glossy surface contrast 
nicely, enhancing the textures. 
 

By Georges Amatoury Studio, 2010.

TRYPTIC SIDE TABLE

Height 60 cm / Diameter 60 cm 



contact 

Ardeco Contract 
info@ardecocontract.com 

+9611338785 
Instagram :  a.contract

G.A.S 
info@georgesamatoury.com 

+9611334406 
Instagram :  gastudio_

- 


